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1. Introduction
This user guide is intended for train operators using the ORR TDL system. The userguide will cover the process for accessing the system, licence application upload and
licence update.
For any further interaction with the TDL system please contact the ORR TDL team
(TDL.Applications@orr.gov.uk).
Please take a moment to view ORRs Privacy Statement which can be found at:
http://orr.gov.uk/about-orr/corporate-data/freedom-of-information/privacy-notice
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2. TDL System Access
To access the TDL system type the following address in your internet browser:
https://tdl.orr.gov.uk
Please note that the system is only accessible to predefined IP addresses. If you work for
a train operator, are responsible for administering train driver licence applications, but are
not able to access the system, please contact the ORR TDL team
(TDL.Applications@orr.gov.uk) and provide them with your company’s external IP
address, so it can be added to the exclusions list on the ORR firewall. If you are unsure of
your external IP address it can be obtained via the following URL:
http://whatismyipaddress.com/. Please note that only 3 users from each operator will be
allowed access to the system.
Once you are able to access the system you’ll be presented with the following screen.
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2.1 Membership Request
Select membership request and complete the details on the screen.

Once you’ve submitted the request you will receive an automated email as follows
confirming the request.
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Once the request has been approved, you will receive the following email. If you do not
receive this notification in a reasonable amount of time please contact the ORR TDL team
(TDL.Applications@orr.gov.uk).

The format of passwords should be a minimum of 7 characters (mixed lower and upper
case and numbers) with at least one non-alphanumeric character.

2.2 Password Recovery

For security purposes, if you receive any unexpected password reset notifications
please inform the ORR TDL team (TDL.Applications@orr.gov.uk) immediately.
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3. Permissions
The permissions on the TDL application are managed with SharePoint groups. There is a
group for each operator with contribute access and ORR groups with contribute or full
access.
These permissions will ensure that licence records can only be viewed by the train
operator against which they are allocated.
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4. TDL System Overview
When logged in you will be presented with the following screen.
You should not be able to access any information via the ‘ORR Admin Home Page’.

4.1 Operators Home Page
To enter new applications or view all operator licences select the Operators Home Page.
Please note: As no photographs or signatures were migrated from the old TDL register
(because they were not stored on the database in the same way as they will be on this
system) any updates to older records will require the addition of a photograph and
signature. This may result the reissue of a licence that is not required.
To mitigate this, and until an automated solution is added to the system functionality,
operators are requested not to edit any records on the database, but to submit
requests for updates to the ORR TDL team (TDL.Applications@orr.gov.uk) (See
Section 6). ORR will advise operators when a solution has been implemented to address
this issue.
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To view all the licences that belong to your operator please select the ‘Current Licences’
button.
This will display all the licences assigned to your operator. Please note that new
applications will only appear on this register once they have been validated and printed by
ORR.
If operators have any questions about whether an application has been made for a
driver but not processed, please contact the ORR TDL team
(TDL.Applications@orr.gov.uk) rather than re-enter a new (potentially duplicate)
application.
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5. Licence Creation/Overview
Before entering a new application please check the database to see whether a licence
already exists. You can do this by clicking on the surname ‘Show Filter Choices’ and
searching or typing the name into the ‘Surname’ box.

This check will only apply to drivers registered against your own operator account. For
other drivers, particularly those transferring from another operator, please contact the
ORR TDL team (TDL.Applications@orr.gov.uk)
To add a new licence go to ‘Add New Licence’ in the ‘Operator’s Home Page’.
see the following form.
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You will
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ApplicationType:
●

British (default)

●

NI

Photograph: Upload photo from a file location, please note that this needs to be in a .jpg
format
Signature: Upload signature image from a file location, please note that the signature needs
to be in a .tiff format
Issuing authority: ORR (default)
Submitted by:
Applicant,
Employer(default),
Other

•
•
•

ApplicationStatus:
●

Valid First Issue (default),

●

Valid Re-issue Reinstated,

●

Suspended Decision Pending,

●

Withdrawn

Surname
Forename
Applicant Address House Number or Name
Applicant Address Street Name
Applicant Address Town or City
Applicant Address County: please select from the dropdown list
Applicant Address Postcode
Applicant Address Country: please select from the dropdown list
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Email Address
Date of Birth (please use the date picker icon to ensure that the correct date format is
selected DD/MM/YYYY). Please Note that the applicant needs to be 20 or over. If you don’t
meet the criteria i.e. the applicant is younger than 20 the application will display an error and
you will need to go back to the site and fill in the form again.
Place of Birth
Nationality: please select from the dropdown list
Gender:
●

Female

●

Male

Native Language:
●

English(default),

●

other options

Train Operator Name: Please select from the dropdown list your train operator
Train Operator Address: Please note that this field will autofill the address for the train
operator selected above. Please select correct address if there is more than one option
Education Highest Level:
●

Train Operator Application – Not required (default),

●

Specify your own value

Medical Provider: Please select from the dropdown list of providers
Medical Passed Date: (please use the date picker icon to ensure that the correct date format
is selected DD/MM/YYYY).
●
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Please note that if the applicant is over 55 the medical passed date will need to be
within the last year. Do not use the (Qualified driver already (pre October
2013)) option;

●

if the applicant is 55 or younger the medical passed date will need to be within the
last three years. After 29 October 2016 the (Qualified driver already (pre
October 2013)) option will not be valid.

Psychologist Name: please select from the dropdown list
Passed Psychological Test Date: (please use the date picker icon to ensure that the
correct date format is selected DD/MM/YYYY).
Mandatory use of Glasses:
●

Yes

●

No

Mandatory use of Hearing Aid:
●

Yes

●

No

Training Provider: Please select from the dropdown list
Passed Training Test Date: (please use the date picker icon to ensure that the correct date
format is selected DD/MM/YYYY).
If you discover any errors in any of the drop down lists, please inform the ORR TDL team
(TDL.Applications@orr.gov.uk).
Further information about the requirements for a Train Driving Licence can be found on
the ORR website at http://orr.gov.uk/what-and-how-we-regulate/licensing/train- drivinglicences-and-certificates.
In particular, please ensure that you follow the following specification for photographs:
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Once an application has been completed and the record saved, you will not be able to see
it in the ‘Current Licenses’ view until ORR has validated the licence and sent it for printing.
It is at this stage that the licence number and validity periods will be added to the licence
record. Please be careful not to enter duplicate entries of licence applications.
The status of the licence will be ‘Valid First Issue’ when the application has been validated
and licence printed.
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6. Licence Update
Operators are requested not to edit any records on the database, but to submit requests
for updates to the ORR TDL team (TDL.Applications@orr.gov.uk) (see section 4.1
above).
●

Update requests should identify:

●

the name of the affected driver;

●

their current licence number;

●

the change required; and

●

the reason for the change.

Any update that requires the reissue of a licence (including lost, stolen, defaced or
destroyed licences) must be accompanied by an appropriate reissue form. If it is not, then
the change will not be processed.
A copy of this amendment form can be found here;
Word - https://www.orr.gov.uk/media/22036
ODT - https://www.orr.gov.uk/media/22037
Please inform ORR in writing of any existing licensed drivers that transfer to you
from another operator, providing details of their revised employee reference
number if appropriate.
The following licence updates will trigger a licence reissue:
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●

Surname;

●

Forename;

●

Date of Birth;

●

Place of Birth;

●

Native Language;

●

Signature;

●

Photograph;

●

Licence expiry date

●

Wearing glasses or using hearing aids.

If any of the above fields changes the status of the licence will change to ‘Valid Reissue
Reinstated’ when the change has been validated and licence reprinted.
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7. Suspension, Reinstatements
and Withdrawals
Only ORR can administer licence suspensions, reinstatements and withdrawals. If these
are being requested, please write to the ORR TDL team (TDL.Applications@orr.gov.uk)
explaining why this action is necessary. A copy of this communication will be retained on
the TDL system for audit purposes.
For suspensions, please also provide details of when the suspension is likely to be lifted
(if that is known).
Once ORR has taken action to update the records, the status of the licence will change to
‘Suspended’, ‘Reinstated’ or ‘Withdrawn’. If a licence is reported as being withdrawn, the
licence should be returned to ORR by the operator.
You can find more information regarding the suspensions and withdrawals of licences in
our guidance: https://www.orr.gov.uk/sites/default/files/om/tdl-guide-to-the-suspensionand-withdrawal-of-train-driving-licences.pdf.
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Appendix 1
Below is a list of validation messages that may occur during XML licence upload. It can be
used to assist identification of the cause of upload failure.
Messages are given as examples. It should be straightforward to find the message that is
similar to the message encountered, and thus deduce the root cause and resolution. Key
words within the message are highlighted in bold - this is for presentation only – the
messages produced by the TDL system will not highlight these words.
Due to the nature of XML, there are many different errors that can occur but are not listed.
The listed errors are the most likely to be encountered. Some error messages provide line
and position (column) numbers – these are often helpful in locating the part of the file that
is in error.
Example

Cause / Resolution

Medical must be within 3 years of
application if driver is aged 55 or younger at Self-explanatory
time of application
Medical must be within 1 year of application
if driver is aged 56 or older at time of
Self-explanatory
application
User mut be a minimum of 20 years old

Self-explanatory

A licence already exists for this
This Applicant already exists, see Licence ID driver. To be precise, the licences list
contains a record with matching
- 12345; Name – Driver Sam
forename, surname, date of birth,
and place of birth.
List Doctors does not contain 'ORRDOC01
Dr
Zhivago'
List Psychologists does not contain
'ORRPP01 Sigmund Freud'
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The Doctors lookup list does not
contain an entry for the specified
doctor

The Psychologists lookup list does not
contain an entry for the specified
psychologist

Example

Cause / Resolution

List Training does not contain 'ORRTEC01

The Training lookup list does not
contain an entry for the specified
training provider

Sodor University'
List OperatorName does not contain 'Sodor
Rail'

The OperatorName lookup list does
not contain an entry for the specified
employer

The 'Applicant_Photograph' element is invalid

Indicates that the photograph or signature
- The value '' is invalid according to its datatype is absent from the
'Base64Binary' - The actual length is less
XML.
than the MinLength value.
The 'DateofBirth' element is invalid - The value Indicates that a date is not in the
correct format. Dates must be
'11 September 1978' is invalid according to
presented as yyyy-MM-dd.
its datatype
In the example given, the
'http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema:date' DateOfBirth should have been
The string '11 September 1978' is not a valid provided as ‘1978-09-11’.
Date value.
Indicates that a text value has not been
The 'Surname' element is invalid - The value '' provided.
is invalid according to its datatype 'String' - The In the example to the left, the surname
Pattern constraint failed.
is missing from the
XML.
Indicates that a photograph or
signature filename has an extension
The 'Applicant_PhographFileName' element is
that is not accepted by the system.
invalid - The value '8.gif' is invalid according to
Photographs must be JPEG files with
its datatype 'String' - The Pattern constraint
extension .jpg or .jpeg
failed.
Signatures must be TIFF files with
extension .tif or .tiff
The 'Nationality' element is invalid - The value Certain fields are constrained to one of
a fixed set of values. For example, the
'Jedi' is invalid according to its datatype 'String'
gender field must be set to either Male
or Female. This message indicates that
The Enumeration constraint failed.
the value is not allowed.
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Example

Cause / Resolution
Indicates that an element is missing or
out of order. The XML

The element 'TrainDriverLicence' has invalid
child element 'NativeLanguages'. List of
possible elements expected: 'Gender'.

Unexpected end of file has occurred. The
following elements are not closed:
FullLicenceApplication. Line 57, position 1.

The 'Gender' start tag on line 22 position 2
does not match the end tag of 'Gend'. Line
22, position 15.

elements must be in the correct order
to pass validation.
The example states that the Gender
element was expected, but instead
NativeLanguages was found in its
place. Thus it can be deduced that the
Gender element is missing or in the
wrong part of the file.
Unexpected end of file will occur when
the XML is missing a closing tag.
In this case the opening
<FullLicenceApplication> tag was not
closed with a corresponding
</FullLicenceApplication> tag.
The XML contains mismatched start
and end tags.
In this case the end tag is incorrectly
typed as </Gend>.

This will be produced if an un-escaped
& is present in the file. As & is a special
character in XML, it cannot be used
An error occurred while parsing EntityName. directly. Instead replace & with &amp;
Line 26, position 37.
For example, the value “Training &
Standards Manager”
should be specified as “Training &amp;
Standards Manager”

There are multiple root elements. Line 58,
position 2.
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An XML file can only have a single root
element. This message will be
produced if more than one root element
is present. This could occur if a file
contains more than one licence (i.e.
multiple <FullLicenceApplication>
elements), or if the
<FullLicenceApplication> is absent (in
which case all the other elements
become root elements.
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